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Trying to arrange project tours
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BOURRIER MODEL BUILDING WORKSHOP
MARCH 22, 2014

In March, on what was theoretically the second day of spring, Joseph Martin assembled a team of model
builders consisting of his father Hugh, Bob Stewart and John Wood to put on his third model building
workshop. This event was originally the brain-child of Gil Bourrier and with Gil’s passing Joseph bravely
stepped-in to keep the tradition going.
The event was attended by eleven kids aged from eight to early teens, each with a parent in tow. The action
began with Mark Essenburg giving an inspired and family-friendly lesson in the theory of flight using one of Jim
Goold’s model aircraft for demonstration purposes. With the theory done Joseph got the fun started with the
opening of the kits and it wasn’t long before glue met balsa and wings and tail assemblies began to take shape.
Everyone stayed focused until lunch by which time the hot dogs and fixin’s prepared by Jim Goold became the
centre of attention and later Burt Barkman provided entertainment with a tour of what someone called his
‘typical’ hangar. By the 3:30 wrap-up time most builders had wings and at least part of a tail assembly to take
home for finishing touches.
Thanks to Joseph and everyone involved.
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Assent Workshop Tour
We have planned a tour of the Assent Workshop for Thursday April 17 at 7:30 pm. The
AssentWorks is a non-profit workshop dedicated to providing hands-on access to fabrication and
prototyping equipment, knowledge, and a community of support for entrepreneurs, inventors,
tinkerers, artists, and innovators. The Assent Workshop is located on the 3 rd floor, 125 Adelaine
St., just off the east corner of William and Adelaine in the Exchange District. Parking in the area is
at a premium but we have been given permission to park in the Canadian Footwear parking lot,
after 6:00 p.m. Tom Stoyka and I did a tour of this workshop last year and were really impressed
with the tools, equipment and expertise available to the general public for a small monthly fee.
This workshop will be especially interesting for those building or rebuilding a project or if you have
a general interest in fabricating as a hobby. Everyone is welcome. Check out their website at
assentworks.ca
Glen Patterson presentation on Building Bearhawk Wing Ribs and Spars
Thanks to Glen Patterson, from Dryden, Ontario for his presentation on how he and two partners
fabricated Bearhawk wing ribs and spar components. Those in attendance really enjoyed his
presentation and had lots of questions. Glen left a copy of his presentation with me so if you’d like
a copy or to view it, let me know and I’ll make arrangements to get it to you.
Bob

26

This process was used for manufacturing all the wing ribs including flaps
and ailerons to be identical parts and to be able to accurately index all
the parts.
36
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All-women ground school class
The first ever all-women ground school class will be continuing on Mondays and Wednesdays for
about two months, for women interested in getting their private pilot’s licence. About 12 RAA
members are participating in this event and pilots from around North America are cheering the
gals on. If you know someone who would love to join this amazing opportunity, contact
jill.oakes@umanitoba.ca and be sure to Friend or Like www.facebook.com/womenflyfree
Stripping Aircraft Paint Tips
Leon Woychuk volunteered to share his experience stripping and painting planes with the women
flying C150, C-FLUG. Armed with plastic scrappers, inexpensive paint brushes, white and purple
scotch brite pads, 3M masking tape, rags, sheets of plastic, plastic bags, brass brushes, fresh
water, a roll of auto body paper, safety glasses and protective clothing we met on a Friday night
late in March for a “Stripping Party”. Throughout the week we spent stripping, “There were a few
people who dropped by to say hi and see our progress; it was nice of them to stop by for a visit.
Some were really interested in how we were doing the stripping as they planned to strip their own
plane this summer, hopefully the tips we learned might be useful for other paint stripping
projects.” Jenna Johannsen
Preparation
Sheets of heavy plastic or left over Tyvek were spread over the concrete for easier clean up.
Areas we didn’t want to strip, including rubber tires, rubber trim, plexiglass windows, plastic tips
and caps on the tail surfaces, were protected from contact with stripper, which dissolves these
materials. Sheets of auto body paper or plastic bags and 3M paint tape are recommended.
Newsprint stains the surface with ink and brown paper weakens when splashed with water. 3M
paint tape will prevent leaking, while other masking tape will make a mess under the tape. Lots of
fresh water is required for safety and to scrub clean the finished pieces. In addition, the tail
feathers were removed so it’s easier to remove the paint between the surfaces.
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Stripping
It’s impossible to recommend the best stripper as it depends entirely on the type of paint being
stripped. C-FLUG was covered with a variety of paints, including layers and layers of Tremclad on
the tail that was extremely difficult to get off with the strippers we had brought to the ‘party’. On
all the different types of paint on C-FLUG, Tal Strip and Sure Strip from Ackland-Granger worked
the most effectively. Aircraft Stripper from Rondex, and a brand name stripper from a big box
store were less effective on C-FLUG’s paints and primers. Tal Strip was the most efficient of them
all on all types of paint.
The stripper is painted on using paint brushes and focusing on small sections at a time.
Continuous strokes are required; going back and forth on top of the stripper destroys the stripping
action. Placing a sheet of plastic or cellophane over the stripper, helps keep the stripper working
longer removing the paint more effectively. After stripping C-FLUG, one of C-FLUG’s pilots,
Lindsay Kitson (earned the ‘First to Solo Worldwide’ award in 2013) advises, “Make sure you paint
the stripper on thick and leave it on until it bubbles really good. Not just until it starts to bubble;
give it time to work or you're just using more stripper.” Lindsay Kitson “The bubbling is cool to
watch and the surface is practically clean beneath.” Becky Dueck “Patience is definitely the key to
success as well as a good stripper. It's worth it getting the good stuff. Good ventilation is also a
must as the fumes can be quite noxious. Once the paint has bubbled, it can be scraped off using a
plastic scraper. If you do use a metal scraper be careful not to gouge the metal.” Sandy Dubrow
Once the paint has been scraped off, the aluminium is inspected for any flecks of paint remaining
and these are carefully removed with a plastic scraper. “It's really great to have many people
working on C-FLUG simultaneously. Next time, I would have one person cleaning up little bits the
others missed right after the first pass was finished. This would make it easier to keep track of
what area was finished and what area still had some paint specks to remove.” Lindsay Kitson
Once the paint was all removed, the aluminum is flushed with water and polished with fine scotch
brite pads (purple) and then with finer pads (white). Green scotch brite pads will scratch the
aluminium so are not recommended. Lots of fresh water is needed to neutralize the paint stripper
action and to remove all the debris from around the cracks, seams, and rivet heads. The surfaces
are then blown with air or with a pressure washer to remove all stripper residue to ensure the new
primer and paint will bind to the clean aluminium.
Value of Team Work
It took about three days to get the bulk of the paint removed, plus another 5 days to clean off the
tiny paint flecks and thoroughly flush all the seams, rivets and joints. “Stripping the plane was a
great experience because it was a group of us doing it together. Hours passed and it felt like only
a fraction of that time had really passed. We talked lots and laughed hard, the time flew by.”
Becky Dueck Everyone agreed that the best part of this project was “hanging out with the girls
and talking planes”. Lindsay Kitson. A new pilot in training working on her Pre-Solo Test Air
Regulations, Sandy Dubrow, said “It was great stripping the paint off C-FLUG as a team, it made
for a fun time and a lot less work. That's one major tip I would give anyone...find a group of
friends to help you...listen to some tunes, joke around and maybe there will even be awesome
plans cooked up, like our calendar idea! It was great meeting everyone; we hardly knew each
other at first, after just one "stripping shift" we became fast friends.” Sandy Dubrow
About a dozen women worked on the plane over the course of the project. “It was fantastic
working alongside other women. We were talking, getting to know each other better, listening to
the radio and got quite a few photos to capture the experience. It was a fun weekend! I would
definitely do it again. There was a lot of work involved but it didn’t even seem like work since
there was a great group of people working on the project together.” Jenna Johannsen
“The only times I've been with a group of women and not doing distinctively girly things (such as
a candle party, Tupperware party, wedding shower, and baby shower) is at camp as a teenager.
Outside of that, I've always been the odd one out, being the one female in a group doing things
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like this. I can't say it's better than hanging out with guys, it's just different. Being a tomboy, it
wasn't that I felt unwelcome, but I always felt like I was the special one, the outsider, the one
they made an exception for because I was a novelty when they let me do "boy things". Stripping
C-FLUG with a group of women, I didn’t feel special, neither did I feel like an outsider, I felt like
"one of the girls", which is something I’ve not felt before. It was fabulous. Can't wait to see what
the old lady's gonna look like all painted up!” Lindsay Kitson
Once the Oak Hammock Air Park runway dries up, C-FLUG will be flown to Leon’s hangar there
where he has generously volunteered to complete the remaining preparation steps and paint her!
What colour will C-FLUG be?...we’re thinking something ‘girly’ like pink and purple, or fucia and
magenta…if you see a paint scheme or colour scheme you think would be perfect for C-FLUG send
it to jill.oakes@umanitoba.ca. Check out www.facebook.com/womenflyfree for the photos once we
get her painted. While C-FLUG is getting her make-over complete, Ken Podaima has generously
volunteered to redo her upholstery with Becky Dueck who plans to fly C-FLUG to Oshkosh and is
keen to help so she can learn the tips to that art. Keep your eyes to the sky for the ‘new’ C-FLUG
enroute to Brandon for lunch, Oshkosh to learn how to build a Zenair Cruizer, Minaki to go rock
climbing, Regina for a wedding, or to Falcon Lake on skis to do a biathlon race…to name just a few
of her cross country adventures planned for this summer! Thank you to ICOM, Goulet, GregorashAirparts, Keystone, RAA, 99s, SFC, and the entire Manitoba aviation community for helping to
make the C-FLUG project a reality.

Lindsay, Jenna, Becky, Tara, Leon, Sandy and
Emily watch as the stripper slowly lifts the paint
completely off the front cowling after waiting for
about 30 minutes with seemingly nothing happening.

A steady supply of fresh water was hauled in to
flush the clean aluminum

Working together made a tremendous difference, and was a lot more fun as new flying buddy relationships
formed. Tara, Jenna, Emily, and Sandy met for the first time and are now Study Buddies as they work their
way through the flight training program.
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Leon Woychuk dropped by a few days later and said he didn’t think a person could have more fun stripping
than the C-FLUG pilots had, he was most impressed with the job.

With the paint removed, it was easy for Leon to see why C-FLUG’s door wasn’t closing easily and in less than
30 seconds he had it repaired to the utter amazement of C-FLUG pilots, Daphne, Sandy, Krista and Lindsay,
who had been trying to close it without slamming since October!
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2014 Membership Form

Winnipeg Area Chapter RAA
Full $25

Required Information
Name

OFFICE USE ONLY

Mailing
Address

Renewal Date

Phone(s)

Chq.
Other
Initials

E-mail
Are you an RAA national member?

(1)

Do you give permission for your information to be
made available to other Winnipeg RAA members?
Optional Information
Do you own
an aircraft?
Yes
Make/model:

No

Registration:
Are you
building or
restoring an
aircraft?

Yes
Make and model
of project(s):

No

Are you a
member of
other
aviation
groups?

Cash

Yes

No

Yes

No

EAA:
COPA:
Others:

What Pilots
licences and
ratings do
you hold?

RAA Winnipeg contributes $15 per member towards the insurance program maintained
by RAA national. This program provides liability insurance to cover local chapter events.
Please make cheques payable to:
Mailing Address:

1)

RAA - Winnipeg Chapter
c/o Steven Sadler
7 Devos Drive
La Salle MB R0G 0A2

Notes: The $15 does not provide membership in RAAC.
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